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by an AFM tip, the nanotube region proximal to the tip exhibits
signi®cant changes in atomic bonding con®guration. For relatively
small bending angles (v # ,78), the nanotube retains sp2 bonding
throughout its structure. The nanotube responds elastically but
exhibits a larger bond distortion (up to 5.5%) for the atoms in the
region underneath the tip than the global strain (# 0.7%). This
distortion accounts for the initial conductance decrease at small
bending angles where the overall simulated structure remains sp2. As
tip-pushing proceeds, the tube structure progressively evolves and
larger structural changes occur underneath the tip. The average
number of bonds per atom in the tube section proximal to the tip
has increased from 3 to ,3.3 for de¯ection angle v = 118 (j = 1.8%)
and to 3.6 for v = 158 (j = 3.4%). This indicates that the local
bonding con®guration has changed from sp2 to nearly sp3. Away
from the tip region, the nanotube remains essentially in a sp2-
bonding con®guration with bond deformation characterized by the
global strain parameter j. Further local analysis17 of the bent
nanotube in the tip vicinity reveals the onset of an increase in s-
electrons contributing to the local density of states at the Fermi level
in the highly deformed local region. This is, however, accompanied
by a signi®cant decrease in the p-electron density. As the p-
electrons are delocalized and therefore mainly responsible for
electrical conduction, a drastic reduction in the p-electron density
is responsible for the substantial decrease in conductance. Simula-
tions also ®nd that the local and global deformations of the
nanotube are highly reversible (for v , 158, j , 3.4%) upon
moving the tip away, leading to the recovery of the nanotube
structure and electrical conductance. These results are in excellent
agreement with our experimental observations.

The deviation of force versus de¯ection F(d) curve from the d3-
relation for j . ,0.3% (v . ,58, Fig. 2) should be owing to large
local-strain developed in the sp3 region proximal to the tip, as the
elastic string model assuming a homogeneous global strain becomes
invalid. This is consistent with the electromechanical behaviour that
beyond the elastic response regime (v . ,58, Fig. 4a, inset), tip-
forced sp3 bonding within the nanotube occurs, causing a signi®cant
decrease in the nanotube conductance.

Previous theoretical investigations indicate that the electrical
properties of metallic SWNTs should be insensitive to small bending
deformations2,4,18. The calculated conductance of a (5,5) SWNT
changes very little for bending angles up to v = 248, when bending at
the centre of the SWNT is modelled by holding the ends of the tube
at ®xed positions to de®ne the bending angle without the involve-
ment of a tip3. This results in a situation where the atomic bonding
characteristics of the bent nanotube still remain sp2. The absence of
sp3 bonding in the simulated structure should account for the small
electrical conductance change3. A similar bending technique18

found that the electrical conductance of a metallic (6,6) SWNT
did not change signi®cantly for bending angles up to v , 22.58. At
larger bending angles (for example v = 458) the conductance of the
SWNT was lowered by at most tenfold. The conductance decrease is
explained by s±p hybridization effects owing to the increased
curvature under high bending angles18.

Here we used an AFM tip both in experiments and in simulations,
a key to performing the experimental measurements and obtaining
a fundamental understanding. Our work elucidates the electrome-
chanical properties of the nanotube when mechanical action of a
local probe causes a large local deformation. This differs from
previous considerations of deformed nanotubes in which the
nanotube structure is more or less uniformly bent or strained (at
least in the bending-angle range investigated here). The experi-
mental investigation of uniform global strain or bending effects
requires different nanotube manipulation mechanisms, such as
electrostatic forces19. We believe that the physics presented here
should hold for SWNTs containing large local deformations caused
by other forces. For instance, if a highly kinked SWNT stabilized by
van der Waals forces on a substrate develops sp3 bonding character-

istics at the kink, the electrical conductance should be signi®cantly
reduced compared to a straight tube. M
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Controlling the impact of drops onto solid surfaces is important
for a wide variey of coating and deposition processesÐfor
example, the treatment of plants with herbicides and pesticides
requires precise targeting in order to meet stringent toxicological
regulations. However, the outer wax-like layer of the leaves is a
non-wetting substrate that causes sprayed droplets to rebound;
often less than 50% of the initial spray is retained by the plant1.
Although the impact and subsequent retraction of non-wetting
aqueous drops on a hydrophobic surface have been the subjects of
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extensive experimental and theoretical work2±7, non-newtonian
rheological effects have not been considered in any detail. Here we
report that, by adding very small amounts of a ¯exible polymer to
the aqueous phase, we can inhibit droplet rebound on a hydro-
phobic surface and markedly improve deposition without signi®-
cantly altering the shear viscosity of the solutions. Our results can
be understood by taking into account the non-newtonian elonga-
tional viscosity, which provides a large resistance to drop retrac-
tion after impact, thereby suppressing droplet rebound.

High-velocity drops colliding with a solid non-wetting surface
impact, expand and subsequently retract (Fig. 1). Previous work has
focused on the very rapid impact and expansion stages in an effort
to determine the maximum diameter, Dmax, that a drop is capable of
attaining on impact for optimizing deposition2,5,6. These studies
have shown that for newtonian ¯uids the impact and expansion
stages are governed by the Reynolds number, Re = DVIr/hs, which is
a ratio of inertial to viscous forces, and the Weber number,
We = rV2

ID/j, which is a balance between inertial and capillary
forces, where D is the drop diameter, VI is the drop velocity at
impact, r is the drop density, hs is the solution shear viscosity and j
is the surface tension of the solution. In general, the contact angle of
the liquid on the substrate and surface roughness must also be
considered when describing the impact events of drops.

Here we use only smooth, non-wetting hydrophobic surfaces, all
with a receding contact angle greater than 1208. Furthermore, we
use large drops (, 2 mm) striking at high velocities, which leads to
inertially dominated impact and expansion stages. This not only
corresponds to most practical situations but also allows us to
control the ®rst two stages of the impact, that is, that all drops in
this study expand to the same maximum diameter5. We are there-
fore able to focus on the ®nal drop-retraction stage of the process
which determines whether or not a deposited drop rebounds off the
surface.

We ®nd that droplet rebound from non-wetting surfaces can be
markedly suppressed by small amounts of a polymer additive. High-
speed photography reveals similar impact and expansion stages for
both pure water and dilute polymer solutions, yet the retraction
phase is very different. For pure water (Fig. 1a) the drop retracts
violently, leading to ejection of part of the droplet from the surface,
that is, drop rebound occurs; however, for dilute aqueous solutions
of a ¯exible polymer (for example, polyethyleneoxide; Fig. 1b) the
drop retracts much more slowly and remains deposited on the
surface.

The photographic sequences in Fig. 1 are transformed into `drop-
evolution' plots by recording the drop diameter on the surface over
time (Fig. 2). These plots permit us to de®ne a retraction velocity,
Vret, from which we can quantitatively gauge the drop-retraction
phase. Notably, droplet rebound occurs if the retraction speed is
beyond a certain critical value, Vret . 300 mm s-1, not attained for
the polymeric solutions.

Compared with the inertially dominated impact and expansion
stages, which occur over the ®rst 2 ms, the ¯ow during the retraction
stage is nearly an order of magnitude slower. This fact is quantita-
tively revealed by comparing the Reynolds and Weber numbers for
pure water droplets during the expansion and retraction stage:
Reexpansion/Reretraction < 6,000/1,200, Weexpansion/Weretraction < 250/10,
the difference resulting from a ®vefold decrease in the retraction
velocity relative to the drop-impact velocity. It follows that drop
inertia dominates during the expansion stage, although, to a good
approximation, it can be neglected with respect to viscosity effects
during the retraction stage: for newtonian liquids, the retraction
speed is governed by the capillary number, Ca = Vreths/j (ref. 8),
where Vret is the retraction velocity. Ca represents the competition
between the viscous forces that tend to slow down the retraction,
and the capillary forces (that is, surface tension) that act to contract
the drop and accelerate retraction. Thus, systematically comparing
the Ca values of a series of aqueous newtonian solutions with those
of their non-newtonian counterparts (that is, solutions with the
same shear viscosity and surface tension) allows us to test the
in¯uence that non-newtonian rheological properties have on
droplet rebound.

The dependence of Ca on drop-retraction speed for the case of
newtonian ¯uids is obtained by changing the shear viscosity using
water±glycerol mixtures (Fig. 3). Experimental aspects of this case
have been previously reported9. For dilute polymer solutions the
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Figure 1 Typical photographic sequence (left to right) of two aqueous drops striking a

hydrophobic surface. In each case focus should be placed on the uppermost image; the

lower ghost images are re¯ections from the top and/or bottom surface of the solid glass

substrate. Impact and expansion from the initial undeformed drop diameter, Do, to the

maximum spread diameter, Dmax, occurs in the ®rst 2 ms. Subsequently, the drops retract

and can either detach from the surface (a, pure water) or remain bound to the surface

after impact (b, dilute polyethyleneoxide solution, molecular weight 4 ´ 106g mol-1, at

0.1 g l-1). We visualize these events with a 1,000 frame s-1 video recording system (NAC

HSV-1000). Drops are produced using a syringe pump, extruding the solution through a

stainless-steel needle, the diameter of which determines the drop size. Impact velocities

are imposed by the height of the needle above the horizontally placed hydrophobic

surface. These surfaces are prepared by spin-coating 1 ´ 1 cm, acid-washed glass plates

with a 0.4 g ml-1 solution of a stearic acid complexing agent, Rhodoline EP 9271 (Rhodia

Specialty Chemicals). This produces a smooth coating with an air-solution receding

contact angle greater than 1208, both before and after impact, for all of our solutions. This

last point veri®es that speci®c adsorption of material (that is, polymer) upon drop impact

does not lead to surface modi®cation during the impact event, which is known to in¯uence

the wettablility of the surface in certain circumstances15,16.
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Figure 2 Drop diameter versus time. Filled squares represent a pure water droplet, open

circles represent a dilute aqueous solution of polyethyleneoxide (PEO; 0.1 g l-1 of

molecular weight 4 ´ 106 g mol;); lines are provided as a guide to the eye. Analysis of the

full data from all of our high-speed footage shows that to within experimental error the

spreading velocities are identical during the impact and expansion stages. Drop-retraction

velocity, Vret, is de®ned as the slope of the spread radius versus time after maximum drop

expansion. The characteristic Vret for each drop is determined by making a linear

approximation of the initial linear portion of the decaying region of the data. Dashed lines

extending from the pure water data indicate that a portion of the droplet has pinched off

the surface.
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behaviour is different. Here the level of polymer is systematically
changed, but the shear viscosity and surface tension for these dilute
solutions (between 0.01 and 0.5 g l-1 polyethyleneoxide) remain
very similar to those of pure water. The subsequent Ca versus Vret

correlation between the newtonian ¯uids and the dilute polymer
solutions diverges. This clearly shows that non-newtonian effects
need to be considered. Speci®cally, owing to the highly elongational
nature of the ¯ow within the retracting droplets, the predominant
effect is due to the high elongational viscosity, he, provided by the
¯exible polymers in solution (see below).

In determining the resistance to stretching motion in a ¯uid, the
so-called `elongational' or extensional viscosity has been and
remains a signi®cant problem in non-newtonian ¯uid mechanics
in general, and for dilute solutions in particular10. We obtain the
elongational viscosity of our solutions in two different ways: ®rst, by
using an opposing-jet rheometer11; and second, by using a technique
that exploits the use of hydrodynamic constitutive equations.
Fitting an appropriate constitutive equation to direct measurements
of the shear viscosity and normal stress difference provides the
information needed to evaluate the solution's elongational viscosity.
Our measurements are obtained in simple shear ¯ow using a
custom-made cone-plate geometry which allows access to the
high shear rates that are necessary to measure the elastic response
of the dilute polymer solutions. The data are then ®tted to the so-
called `FENE-P' (®nitely extendible nonlinear elastic) constitutive
equation12,13; a relatively simple model in which the polymer
molecules are represented as dumb-bells that can be stretched by
a ®nite amount in the ¯ow ®eld. Values of the elongational viscosity
obtained in this way are compared with the measurements using a
Rheometrics RFX opposing nozzle rheometer referenced to pure
water (Fig. 4). Although there has been much discussion concerning
the validity of measurements obtained with such opposing-nozzle
devices10,11, the agreement with the FENE-P model calculations is
satisfactory (see Fig. 4). This is probably because our polymer
solutions are very dilute and have shear viscosities close to that of
water.

The characteristic elongation rate of the retracting drops can be
obtained from the rim velocity (,30 cm s-1) divided by the thick-
ness of the stretched droplet (, 0.1 mm). This leads to typical
elongation rates of e < 3,000 s-1. With reference to the measure-
ments of the elongational viscosity versus elongation rate (Fig. 4), it
is evident that the high-e plateau for he should be taken as the
characteristic elongational viscosity during our drop-impact
experiments.

Evidence that the elongational viscosity is the predominant factor
in¯uencing the difference in drop-retraction behaviour between the
newtonian and non-newtonian solutions can be demonstrated by
reformulating the capillary number using the elongational, rather
than the shear viscosity. Thus, we de®ne the capillary number for
our retracting drops as Cae = Vrethe/3j, noting that the elongational
viscosity for newtonian liquids is given by he = 3hs. If the capillary
number is recalculated in this way, the results for the dilute polymer
solutions coincide with those of the newtonian solutions (Fig. 3).
Therefore, we see that here it is the elongational viscosity that
dominates during drop retraction, consequently inhibiting droplet
rebound.

Finally, we note that our observations are general and that we
have observed the same phenomena for different hydrophobic
surfaces: polished Te¯on and paper hydrophobized by treatment
with polydimethylsilicone (for example, `Silkraf 9564' from Ahl-
strom). In addition, other dilute solutions of high molecular weight
¯exible polymers, such as locus-bean and guar gum, manifest high
elongational viscosities and signi®cantly reduce droplet rebound14.
Signi®cant improvements in drop deposition on rough surfaces has
also been witnessed, however, rigorous quanti®cation of these
effects remains the subject of future work.

In conclusion, we have shown that drop rebound, a major
problem in a number of industrial applications, can be inhibited
very effectively by the addition of small amounts of a ¯exible
polymer. We have also shown that the critical property provided
by these polymers is a high elongational viscosity. This non-
newtonian property dampens the drops' retraction after impact,
which in turn prevents droplet rebound. We propose and validate a
simple way of evaluating the elongational viscosity of dilute solu-
tions of ¯exible polymers. The solutions can be very dilute, so that
the shear viscosity is essentially the same as that of the solvent. This
last point has important practical implications, as drop impact will
nearly always be preceded by other processes (for example, pump-
ing) for which a low shear viscosity is needed. M
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How and where the ocean tides dissipate their energy are long-
standing questions1 that have consequences ranging from the
history of the Moon2 to the mixing of the oceans3. Historically,
the principal sink of tidal energy has been thought to be bottom
friction in shallow seas4,5. There has long been suggestive
evidence6,7, however, that tidal dissipation also occurs in the
open ocean through the scattering by ocean-bottom topography
of surface tides into internal waves, but estimates of the magni-
tude of this possible sink have varied widely3,8±11. Here we use
satellite altimeter data from Topex/Poseidon to map empirically
the tidal energy dissipation. We show that approximately
1012 wattsÐthat is, 1 TW, representing 25±30% of the total dis-
sipationÐoccurs in the deep ocean, generally near areas of rough
topography. Of the estimated 2 TW of mixing energy required to
maintain the large-scale thermohaline circulation of the ocean12,
one-half could therefore be provided by the tides, with the other
half coming from action13 on the surface of the ocean.

Vertical mixing rates in the deep ocean implied by ocean
microsctructure14 and tracer-release data15 are typically an order
of magnitude too small to balance the rate at which dense bottom

water is created at high latitudes12. It has thus been suggested that
much of the mixing required to maintain the abyssal strati®cation,
and hence the large-scale meridional overturning, occurs at
localized `hotspots' near areas of rough topography4,16,17. Numerical
modelling studies further suggest that the ocean circulation is
sensitive to the spatial distribution of vertical mixing18. Thus,
clarifying the physical mechanisms responsible for this mixing is
important, both for numerical ocean modelling and for general
understanding of how the ocean works. One signi®cant energy
source for mixing may be barotropic tidal currents. The likelihood
of this depends inter alia on whether enough power is being
extracted from the barotropic tides in the likely `hotspot' regions.
Topex/Poseidon (T/P) satellite altimeter data have now made
possible accurate mapping of open-ocean tidal elevations19, and
provide a new opportunity to quantify empirically the spatial
localization of tidal dissipation.

Here we concentrate on the principal lunar semi-diurnal tide M2,
which accounts for approximately two-thirds of the total planetary
dissipation20, and is the most accurately known tide. This accuracy is
needed, because mapping dissipation involves second-order gradi-
ents of measured ®elds and small differences of large numbers.

The barotropic ocean tide satis®es the tidal equations of Laplace,
modi®ed to include effects of an elastic Earth and a self-gravitating
ocean21. These equations embody conservation of momentum and
mass for the ocean ¯uid:

]U

]t
� f 3 U � 2 gH=�zEQ 2 zSAL�2 F �1�

]z

]t
� 2 =×U �2�

Here z is the tidal elevation; U is the volume transport vector, equal
to velocity times water depth H; f is the Coriolis parameter (oriented
to the local vertical), and F is a generic frictional or dissipative stress.
The forcing is speci®ed through an equilibrium tide zEQ, which
must allow for the Earth's body tide21, and an equilibrium-like `tide'
zSAL which is induced by the tide's self-attraction and loading22.

Equations (1) and (2) may be combined and averaged over time
to obtain an expression for the local balance between work rate, W,
energy ¯ux, P, and dissipation rate, D:

W 2 =×P � D �3�

A number of different explicit forms for this balance appear in the
literature21,23, re¯ecting various groupings of terms, and different
de®nitions for work and ¯ux (as well as omission of supposed
secondary terms like self-attraction). Here we adopt simple expres-
sions for these terms based directly on equations (1) and (2):

P � rghUzi W � rghU×=�zEQ � zSAL�i �4�

where the brackets h i denote time averages, r is mean seawater
density and g is gravitational acceleration. Note that W represents
the mean rate of working on the ocean of all tidal gravitational
forces (including self-attraction forces) and of the moving ocean
bottom.

Topex/Poseidon altimeter data provide a direct constraint on
tidal elevations z, and a number of nearly global maps are now

Table 1 Partition of M2 energy dissipation (in terawatts) between shallow
seas and the deep ocean

TPXO.4a GOT99hf TPXO.4b TPXO.4c GOT99nf Prior Error
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Shallow seas 1.60 1.71 1.61 1.62 1.87 1.96 0.06
Deep ocean 0.83 0.74 0.82 0.81 0.57 0.06 0.06
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Total 2.44 2.45 2.43 2.43 2.44 2.02 0.01
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Results (in TW) are presented for the ®ve empirical estimates discussed in the text, and for the purely
hydrodynamic solution used as the prior model for the assimilation. Error bars28 are for the
assimilation solution TPXO.4a. Here shallow seas are de®ned to include all ocean areas landward
of the thin line in Fig. 1b.
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